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Abstract
Proof systems for weak bisimulation equivalences in the p-calculus are presented, and their soundness
and completeness are shown. Two versions of p-calculus are investigated, one without and the other with
the mismatch operator. For each version of the calculus proof systems for both late and early weak bi-
simulation equivalences are studied. Thus there are four proof systems in all. These inference systems are
related in a natural way: the inference system for early equivalence is obtained from the one for late
equivalence by replacing the inference rule for input preﬁx, while the inference system for the version of p-
calculus with mismatch is obtained by adding a single inference rule for mismatch to the one for the version
without it. The proofs of the completeness results rely on the notion of symbolic bisimulation.
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1. Introduction
This paper aims to provide complete proof systems for weak bisimulation equivalences in the
p-calculus. Bisimulation equivalences are among the most well-developed semantic theories for
process calculi. The p-calculus inherits from CCS the invisible s action, so the usual distinction
between strong andweak bisimulations applies: the strong version gives the s action the sameweight
as any other normal, or visible, actions, while the weak version ignores s moves. As the s-action is
used to represent internal communication and as such is not observable, theweak equivalence is used
for practical applications. On the other hand, for the p-calculus another distinction can be made,
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namely late and earlybisimulations [11], according towhen input variables are instantiated.Thus for
the p-calculus we have at least four bisimulation equivalences to study.
The original p-calculus paper [10] only gave an axiomatisation for the late version of strong
ground bisimulation. Subsequently, eﬀorts have been made to formulate complete proof systems
for other equivalences for this calculus: [2,7,12] for both early and late strong bisimulation
congruences, [1,4] for testing equivalence, and [13] for (strong) open bisimulation. It has been
widely conjectured that axiomatisation for weak bisimulations can be obtained by adding Milners
s-laws to proof systems for strong equivalences [2,10,12].
In this paperwe shall verify this conjecture by presenting complete proof systems for both late and
early weak observation congruences. These proof systems are extensions of those for late and early
strong bisimulations, as proposed in [7], with the three s-laws. They consist of a set of inference rules
together with some standard equations. The judgments of the inference systems are of the form
C . t ¼ u;
where t, u are p-calculus terms and C, called a condition, is a set of equality or inequality tests
between names. It is important to note that C is not a construction in the p-calculus; it is a
construction only used in the meta language in order to reason about bisimulation equivalences
for the calculus. To give a taste of the proof system, here is the inference rule for match:
MATCH
C [ fx ¼ yg . t ¼ u C [ fx 6¼ yg . 0 ¼ u
C . ½x ¼ yt ¼ u :
It involves a case analysis: if we can establish t ¼ u under the condition x ¼ y, and 0 ¼ u under the
condition x 6¼ y, thenwe can conclude ½x ¼ yt ¼ u. Here it can be seen clearly how the inequalities in
the meta-language help to characterise constructions in the calculus. Indeed this is the only rule
needed for the match operator. For the extension of the p-calculus with themismatch operator, only
a single inference rule, which is dual to the above rule for match, needs to be added to the proof
systems.
As in CCS, weak bisimulations in the p-calculus are deﬁned in terms of weak transition rela-
tions that abstract away s-moves. But care must be taken in dealing with late equivalence: in this
case input moves should not be allowed to absorb the s-moves after them, for otherwise the re-
sulted relation would not be transitive. Also as in CCS, weak bisimulations are not preserved by
the choice operator, so we have to work with observation congruences.
The proofs of the completeness results for these inference systems rely on the notion of symbolic
bisimulations [5,6]. In [10] a general notion of bisimulation, D, called distinction indexed bisim-
ulation, is introduced, where the index D is a set of inequations on names such that t D u if and
only if tr _ ur for every substitution r satisfying D. In the setting of the p-calculus, symbolic
bisimulation is a mild generalisation of distinction indexed bisimulation: it is indexed by conditions
consisting of name inequations as well as name equations. This generalisation makes it possible to
give a direct deﬁnition of symbolic bisimulation (in terms of symbolic transitional semantics) in-
stead of as substitution closure on top of ground bisimulation. Such a direct deﬁnition facilitates
the completeness proofs for the inference systems.
An advantage of working with p-calculus over general message-passing calculi is that the
language for the message domain is known: it is simply a set of channel names upon which the only
allowed operations are tests for equality and inequality. To deﬁne the notion of symbolic bi-
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simulation for the p-calculus, we ﬁrst develop a simple theory of conditions which are sets of
equalities and inequalities over names and show that the implication relation between conditions
is decidable. A maximally consistent condition is a complete, or saturated, condition, in the sense
that adding to it anything not implied by it will result in inconsistency. Maximally consistent
conditions characterise substitutions up-to isomorphism and helps to simplify the proofs of the
completeness results considerably.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The calculus and its semantics are introduced in
the following section. The inference system is presented in Section 3, along with the completeness
proof. Section 4 demonstrates how the theory developed for the late equivalence in the previous
sections can be carried over to the early case. Section 5 discusses extensions to the calculus. The
paper is concluded with Section 6, where related work is also discussed.
2. The p-calculus and bisimulations
2.1. Names, conditions, and substitutions
The basic entities of the p-calculus are names, i.e., identiﬁers for communication channels. Let
N , ranged over by x; y; z; . . . be a countably inﬁnite set of names. Vectors of names will be denoted
by x; y; z; . . .
Conditions, ranged over by C;D, are ﬁnite sets of equality or inequality tests on names. We will
write nðCÞ for the set of names appearing in C where trivial identity tests of the form x ¼ x have
been omitted. So, for instance, nðfx 6¼ y; z ¼ zgÞ ¼ fx; yg. We say C is a condition on a name set V
if nðCÞ  V . Matches, ranged over by M ;N ; L, are special conditions which consist of only name
equalities. Matches are part of the p-calculus, while conditions are only used in our meta-theory
about the p-calculus, namely in the deﬁnition of symbolic bisimulations and in the formulation of
inference rules.
Substitutions, ranged over by r and d, are partial mappings from N to N , and ½y=x, where x is
a vector of distinct names and the length of x equals that of y, is the substitution sending x to y. If
r ¼ ½y=x then nðrÞ ¼ fyg [ fxg.
A substitution r satisﬁes a condition C, written r  C, if xr ¼ yr for any x ¼ y 2 C and
xr 6¼ yr for any x 6¼ y 2 C. So the elements in a condition are treated as conjuncts. We write
C ) D to mean that r  C implies r  D for any substitution r, and C ¼ D to mean C ) D and
D) C. The notation x ¼C y will also be used to denote C  x ¼ y. A condition satisﬁed by every
substitution will be denoted by true. For a ﬁnite set of conditions I, r  W I if and only if r  C
for some C 2 I .
Proposition 2.1. The relation C ) D is decidable.
Proof. We ﬁrst generate equivalence classes from the equalities in C, along with a list of pairs of
representatives of the equivalence classes such that the pair of representatives of the class of x and
the class of y is in the list if and only if x 6¼ y is in C. Then for each element e of D if e is an equality
a ¼ b we check if a, b are in the same equivalence class; if e is an inequality a 6¼ b we check if the
pair consisting of the representatives of the class of a and the class of b are in the list. 
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We chose not to include disjunction as a construction operator for conditions since we can do
without it. All the deﬁnitions and proofs in this paper will not be aﬀected if disjunction is allowed.
A condition C is consistent if there are no x; y 2 N such that C ) x ¼ y and C ) x 6¼ y.
Otherwise it is inconsistent. It is easy to see that C is consistent if and only if there exists a sub-
stitution r such that r  C. We will use false to denote inconsistent conditions. It is easy to see
that C is consistent if and only if r  C for some r. C is maximally consistent on V  N , written
C 2 MCV , if it is consistent and for any x; y 2 V either C ) x ¼ y or C ) x 6¼ y.
Let V  N . D is a maximally consistent extension of C on V , written D 2 MCEV ðCÞ, if D) C,
nðD CÞ  V and D is maximally consistent on V . If V is ﬁnite then MCEV ðCÞ is also ﬁnite.
Lemma 2.1.
W
MCEV ðCÞ ¼ C.
Proof. We need to show for any r, r  WMCEV ðCÞ if and only if r  C. The ‘‘only if’’ part is
trivial. For the ‘‘if’’ part, suppose r  C. Let
D ¼ fx ¼ y j x; y 2 V ;r  x ¼ yg [ fx 6¼ y j x; y 2 V ;r  x 6¼ yg [ C:
Then D is maximally consistent on V . Also D) C. Therefore D 2 MCEV ðCÞ. By the construction
of D, r  D. Hence r  WMCEV ðCÞ. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose D is maximally consistent on V and C is a condition with nðCÞ  V . If r  D
and r  C for some r (in other words, D [ C is consistent), then D) C.
Proof. By induction on the size of C. If C is empty then the result holds trivially. Otherwise let
C ¼ C0 [ feg with e 62 C0. By induction D) C0. Since r  D and r  e, D [ feg is consistent.
Since D is maximally consistent on V and nðeÞ  V , D) e. Therefore D) C. 
2.2. The language and operational semantics
The language of p-calculus can be given by the following BNF grammar
t ::¼ 0 j a:t j t þ t j ½x ¼ yt j ðxÞt j t j t j Aðy1; . . . ; ynÞ;
a ::¼ s j aðxÞ j ax:
Most of these operators are from CCS [9]: 0 is the process capable of doing no action, a:t is action
preﬁxing, þ is nondeterministic choice, j is parallel composition, and ðxÞt is scope restriction. The
match construction ½x ¼ yt allows the comparison of two names: if x and y are the same name
then the process will behave like t; otherwise it will have no action. Each identifier A has a deﬁning
equation Aðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼def t associated with it. The precedences of these operators are as below (in
decreasing order):
: restrictionmatch jþ
Substitutions bind tighter than any operator.
As in CCS s represents communication. An input-preﬁxed process aðxÞ:t can receive a name
along channel a and then behave like t with the received name in place of x. An output-preﬁxed
process ax:t can emit the name x along a and continue like t.
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In aðxÞ:t and ðxÞt x is a boundnamewith scope t. This induces the notions of bound and free names
as usual. The sets of bound and free names of t are denoted by bnðtÞ and fnðtÞ, respectively. In a
deﬁning equation Aðx1; . . . ; xnÞ ¼def t it is required that fnðtÞ  fx1; . . . ; xng. Bound names induce the
notion of a-equivalence as usual. In the remainder of the paper we will not distinguish between a-
equivalent terms and will use  for both syntactical equality and a-equivalence. Furthermore
wheneverwe introduce a binary relation on termswewill always assume it is closedwith respect to.
The operational semantics of the language is reported in Fig. 1, where a transition is of the form
t!a uwith a ranging over four kinds of actions: s; aðxÞ; ax, and aðxÞ. We have omitted the symmetric
rules for sum and par. Transitions are deﬁned up-to a-equivalence, i.e., a-equivalent terms are
deemed to have the same transitions. Bound names for actions are deﬁned by bnðaðxÞÞ ¼ bnðaðxÞÞ ¼
fxg and bnðsÞ ¼ bnðaxÞ ¼ ;. Substitutions on actions are deﬁned thus: sr ¼ s, ðaxÞr ¼ ar xr,
ðaðxÞÞr ¼ ðarÞðxÞ if x 62 nðrÞ, and ðaðxÞÞr ¼ ðarÞðxÞ if x 62 nðrÞ. Note that for bound actions sub-
stitution is only deﬁned when the substitution does not interfere with the bound name.
We quote a result from [10, Lemma 2, p. 54] below:
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that p!aðyÞ p0, where a ¼ x or a ¼ x and that z 62 fnðpÞ. Then equally for some
p00  p0½z=y, p !aðzÞ p00.
The transitions deﬁned in Fig. 1 are concrete in the sense that they can always be ﬁred re-
gardless of the context in which terms are placed. In the work on general message-passing pro-
cesses [5,6] a more abstract form of transitions, called symbolic transitions, has been used. A
symbolic transition takes the form t !b;a u, where b is a boolean condition and a is an action.
Intuitively b represents the environments under which the action a can actually be ﬁred from t. In
the setting of the p-calculus b will be a set of matches, i.e., equality tests on names. This kind of
transition has also been used in the work on open bisimulation by Sangiorgi [13].
The symbolic transitional semantics of the p-calculus is given in Fig. 2, where we use M , N , L to
range over sets of matches. For notational convenience we write MN for the union of M and N .
Also the symmetric rules for Sum and Par have been omitted.
Fig. 1. p-Calculus transitional semantics.
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Lemma 2.4.
1. If t!M ;a u then nðMÞ [ fnðaÞ  fnðtÞ.
2. If t !M ;cðxÞ u where c is a or a, then for any z 62 fnðtÞ, t !M ;cðzÞ u0 with u0  u½z=x.
Proof. By transition induction. 
The following technical lemma relates concrete and symbolic transitions.
Lemma 2.5.
1. If tr!a p, where bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, then there exist M ; b; t0 s.t. r  M , a ¼ br, p  t0r,
and t!M ;b t0.
2. If t!M ;a t0 then for any r  M with bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, tr!ar p  t0r.
Proof.We examine the case for bound output here (the other cases are similar to Lemmas 3.2–3.4
in [6]).
1. Apply induction on why tr!a p.
• ððxÞtÞr!aðxÞ p because tr!ax p, a 6¼ x (note that ððxÞtÞr  ðxÞtr since x 62 fnððxÞt [ nðrÞÞ). By in-
duction there exist M ;b; t0 s.t. r  M , ax ¼ br, p  t0r, and t!M ;b t0. Since x 62 nðrÞ, b must be
of the form bx with br ¼ a. Since x 62 fnððxÞt [ nðrÞÞ, by Lemma 2.4 b 6¼ x and x 62 nðMÞ.
Hence ðxÞt !M ;bðxÞ t0 by Open.
Fig. 2. p-Calculus symbolic transitional semantics.
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• ð½y ¼ ztÞr!aðxÞ p because yr ¼ zr and tr!aðxÞ p. By induction there exist M ; b; t0 s.t. r  M ,
aðxÞ ¼ br, p  t0r, and t!M ;b t0. Since x 62 nðrÞ, b must be of the form bðxÞ with br ¼ a. Let
N ¼ M ½y ¼ z if y 6¼ z and N ¼ M otherwise. Then r  N . Hence ½y ¼ zt !N ;bðxÞ t0 by Match.
• The other cases are similar.
2. Apply induction on why t !M ;aðxÞ t0.
• ðxÞt !M ;aðxÞ t0 because t !M ;ax t0, x 62 nðM ; aÞ. Let r  M with x 62 nðrÞ. By induction tr!ðaxÞrp  t0r.
We have ðaxÞr ¼ ðarÞx and ðaðxÞÞr ¼ ðarÞðxÞ. Also x 6¼ ar because x 62 nðrÞ. Hence
ððxÞtÞr  ðxÞtr!ðarÞðxÞp by open.
• ½y ¼ zt !M ;aðxÞ t0 because t !N ;aðxÞ t0 with M ¼ N ½y ¼ z if y 6¼ z and M ¼ N otherwise. Let r  M .
Then r  N and yr ¼ zr. By induction tr!ðaðxÞÞrp  t0r. Since x 62 nðrÞ we know
ðaðxÞÞr ¼ ðarÞðxÞ. Hence ð½y ¼ ztÞr  ½yr ¼ zrtr!ðarÞðxÞp by match.
• The other cases are similar. 
2.3. Weak bisimulation equivalences
Strong bisimulations for the p-calculus and their proof systems have been studied in [7], and
here we only consider weak equivalences. For the bulk of this paper we will concentrate on late
bisimulation, and we will sketch in a later section how these results can be carried over to early
bisimulation in a systematic manner. So until Section 4, the word ‘‘bisimulation’’ means ‘‘late
bisimulation.’’
As in CCS, weak bisimulation is deﬁned in terms of weak transitions which ignore s-moves.
But late bisimulation insists that an input move from one process be matched by a single input
move from the other. Therefore in deﬁning late weak transitions input moves should not be
allowed to absorb s moves after them (for otherwise the resulted bisimulation relation would
not be transitive). These s moves will be taken care of later, when input actions are matched for
bisimulation.
Deﬁnition 2.1. The (concrete) late weak transition relations are generated by the following
rules
• p)e l p.
• p!a q implies p)a l q.
• p!s )a l q implies p)a l q.
• If a does not have the form aðxÞ then p)a l!s q implies p)a l q.
Let s^ be e and a^ be a for a 6 s. We will also write )l for )e l.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that p¼)aðyÞ l p0, where a ¼ x or a ¼ x, and that z 62 fnðpÞ. Then for some
p00  p0½z=y, p¼)aðzÞ l p00.
Proof. By induction on why p¼)aðyÞ l p0, using Lemma 2.3. 
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Deﬁnition 2.2. A symmetric relation R is a late weak ground bisimulation if ðp; qÞ 2 R implies:
• Whenever p!aðxÞ p0 with x 62 fnðp; qÞ then q¼)aðxÞ l q00 for some q00 s.t. for any y there is q00½y=x )l q0
and ðp0½y=x; q0Þ 2 R.
• Whenever p!a p0 for any other action a with bnðaÞ \ fnðp; qÞ ¼ ; then q)a^ l q0 for some q0 and
ðp0; q0Þ 2 R.
Write p _l q if there exists a late weak ground bisimulation R such that ðp; qÞ 2 R. t is late weak
bisimular to u, written t l u, if tr _l ur for every substitution r.
Similar to the case of CCS, l is not preserved by þ. So we have to work with the modiﬁed
relation.
Deﬁnition 2.3. p and q are late ground observation congruent, written p _’l q, if
• Whenever p!aðxÞ p0 with x 62 fnðp; qÞ then q¼)aðxÞ l q00 for some q00 s.t. for any y there is q00½y=x )l q0
and p0½y=x l q0.
• Whenever p!a p0 for any other action a with bnðaÞ \ fnðp; qÞ ¼ ; then q)a l q0 for some q0 and
p0 l q0.
And similarly for q. t is late observation congruent to u, written t ’l u, if tr _’l ur for every
substitution r.
To deﬁne the symbolic version of weak bisimulation, we ﬁrst introduce the symbolic weak
transition relation.
Deﬁnition 2.4. The late symbolic weak transitions are deﬁned as the least relations satisfying the
following rules:
• t¼¼)true;e L t.
• t!M ;a u implies t¼)M ;a L u.
• t!M ;s ¼)N ;a L u implies t¼¼)MN ;a L u.
• If a does not have the form aðxÞ then t¼)M ;a L!N ;s u implies t¼¼)MN ;a L u.
Let )M L be ¼)M ;e L, and ¼)M ;a^ L be ¼)M ;a L for a 6 s.
The two versions of weak transitions can also be related as in the case of single arrows:
Lemma 2.7.
1. If tr)a l p, where bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, then there exist M ;b; t0 such that r  M , a ¼ br,
p  t0r, and t¼)M ;b L t0.
2. If t¼)M ;a L t0 then for any r  M with bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, tr)ar l p  t0r.
Proof.
1. Apply induction on why tr)a l p.
• tr)e l tr. Then t¼)M ;e L t.
• tr!a p. Then by Lemma 2.5 there exist M ; b; t0 such that r  M , a ¼ br, p  t0r, and t!M ;b t0.
Hence t¼)M ;b L t0.
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• tr)a l p because tr!s q)a l p. By Lemma 2.5 there exist M ; t00 such that r  M , q  t00r and
t!M ;s t00. Now t00r)a l p. So by the induction hypothesis there exist N ;b; t0 such that r  N ,
a ¼ br, p  t0r and t00 ¼)N ;b L t0. Hence t¼¼)MN ;b L t0 and r  MN .
• a is not an input action and tr)a l p because tr)a l q!s p. By the induction hypothesis there
exist M ; b; t00 such that r  M , a ¼ br; q  t00r and t¼)M ;b L t00. Now t00r!s p because q!s p
and q  t00r. So by Lemma 2.5 there exist N ; t0 such that r  N , p  t0r and t00!s t0. Hence
t¼¼)MN ;b L t0, and r  MN .
2. Apply induction on why t¼)M ;a L t0.Details are similar to the above case. 
We write a ¼C b to mean
if a  s then b  s
if a  ax then b  by and C ) a ¼ b;C ) x ¼ y
if a  aðxÞ then b  bðxÞ and C ) a ¼ b
if a  aðxÞ then b  bðxÞ and C ) a ¼ b:
Deﬁnition 2.5. A condition indexed family of symmetric relations S ¼ fSCg is a late weak sym-
bolic bisimulation if ðt; uÞ 2 SC implies whenever t!M ;a t0 with bnðaÞ \ fnðt; u;CÞ ¼ ;, then for each
D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ there is a u¼)N ;b^ L u0 such that D ) N , a ¼D b, and
• If a  aðxÞ then for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fxgðDÞ there is u0 ¼)N
0
L u00 such that D0 ) N 0 and
ðt0; u00Þ 2 SD0 .
• If a  aðxÞ then ðt0; u0Þ 2 SD[fx6¼yjy2fnða:t0;b:u0Þg.
• Otherwise ðt0; u0Þ 2 SD.
t CL u if and only if there exists a late weak symbolic bisimulation S ¼ fSCg such that ðt; uÞ 2 SC.
Proposition 2.2. t CL u if and only if t DL u for any D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ.
Proof. ()) Suppose t CL u and D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ. So there is a late weak symbolic bisimulation S
such that ðt; uÞ 2 SC 2 S. Set S 0 ¼ fðt; uÞg and S0 ¼ S [ fS0g.
To show S0 is also a symbolic bisimulation we only need to check the case ðt; uÞ 2 S0. Let t !M ;a t0
with bnðaÞ \ fnðt; u;DÞ ¼ ;. Because D ) C, for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðD [MÞ we also have
D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ. Using the fact that ðt; uÞ 2 SC and S is a symbolic bisimulation the rest of
the proof is immediate.
( ) Suppose for every D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ we have t DL u; i.e., there is a late weak symbolic
bisimulation SD such that ðt; uÞ 2 SD for some SD 2 SD. Set S 00 ¼ fðt; uÞg and S ¼ ð
SfSD j D
2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞgÞ [ fS00g.
To show S is a symbolic bisimulation we only need to check the case ðt; uÞ 2 S00. Let t !M ;a t0
with bnðaÞ \ fnðt; u;CÞ ¼ ;. For any D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ we also have D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðD [MÞ.
The rest of the proof is straightforward using the fact that ðt; uÞ 2 SD 2 SD and SD is a symbolic
bisimulation. 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ. Then t CL u if and only if tr _l ur for any r  C.
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Proof. ()) Deﬁne
R ¼ fðtr; urÞ j t CL u for some C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ; and r  Cg:
We show R is a weak ground bisimulation.
Suppose ðtr; urÞ 2 R, i.e., there is a C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ such that r  C and t CL u. Let tr!
a
p with
bnðaÞ \ fnðtr; urÞ ¼ ;. The proof proceeds by case analysis on the type of a.
 a  aðxÞ. Choose a fresh name w s.t. w 62 fnðt; uÞ [ nðrÞ [ nðCÞ (hence w 62 fnðtr; urÞ). By
Lemma 2.3, tr!aðwÞ p1 with p  p1½x=w. Note that x 62 fnðp1Þ. By Lemma 2.5 there exist M ; a0, t0
such that r  M , a  a0r, p  t0r, and t !M ;a0ðwÞ t0. By Lemma 2.4, nðMÞ  fnðt; uÞ. Since r  C,
r  M , and C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ, by Lemma 2.2 C ) M . So C [M ¼ C. Hence, up to logical equiva-
lence, C is the only element in MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ. By Deﬁnition 2.5 there is u¼¼¼)
N ;b0ðwÞ
L u0 with
C ) N , a0 ¼C b0, and the other properties guaranteed by the deﬁnition. From r  C and C ) N
follows r  N ; hence by Lemma 2.7
ur¼)bðwÞ l q1  u0r with b  b0r: ð1Þ
Since a0 ¼C b0 and r  C, r  a0 ¼ b0. Hence a ¼ a0r ¼ b0r ¼ b. Apply Lemma 2.6 and we have
ur¼)bðxÞ l q with q½w=x  q1: ð2Þ
Now we show for any y there is a q0 such that q½y=x )l q0 and ðp½y=x; q0Þ 2 R. From r  C and
w 62 nðCÞ [ nðrÞ we know r½y=w  C. Let D ¼ C [ fe j e has the form w ¼ z or w 6¼ z; z 2 fn
ðt; uÞ;r½y=w  eg. Then, since C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ,
D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fwgðCÞ and r½y=w  D: ð3Þ
Since t CL u, there is u0)
N 0
L u00 such that D) N 0 (hence r½y=w  N 0) and t0 DL u00. By Lemma 2.7
u0r½y=w )l q0 for some q0  u00r½y=w: ð4Þ
From (1) and (2), u0r  q½w=x, so u0r½y=w  q½w=x½y=w. If w  x then q½w=x½y=w  q½y=x
holds trivially. If w 6 x then from fnðqÞ  fnðurÞ [ fxg we know w 62 fnðqÞ, so q½w=x½y=w q½y=x
also. Therefore u0r½y=w  q½y=x. From (4) we have q½y=x )l q0  u00r½y=w. Now from (3) and
fnðt0; u00Þ  fnðt; uÞ [ fwg, we have D 2 MCfnðt0;u00Þ. Hence by the construction of R, ðt0r½y=w; u00r
½y=wÞ 2 R. Since x 62 fnðp1Þ, p½y=x  p1½x=w½y=x  p1½y=w  t0r½y=w. Moreover q0  u00r½y=w.
Therefore ðp½y=x; q0Þ 2 R.
 a  aðxÞ. We proceed in the same way as in the previous case until (2), with a, a0, b0, b replaced
by a; a0; b0; b, respectively, and t0 DL u0 where D ¼ C [ fw 6¼ y j y 2 fnða0ðwÞ:t0; b0ðwÞ:u0Þg. Now we
have D 2 MCfnðt0;u0Þ. From r  C and w 62 nðCÞ [ nðrÞ follows r½x=w  C. Furthermore, since
x 62 fnðtr; urÞ and fnða0ðwÞ:t0; b0ðwÞ:u0Þ  fnðtr; urÞ, r½x=w  w 6¼ y for every y 2 fnða0ðwÞ:t0; b0ðwÞ
:u0Þ. Hence r½x=w  D. Therefore, by the construction of R, ðt0r½x=w; u0r½x=wÞ 2 R. Since
w 62 fnðqÞ, q  q½w=x½x=w  q1½x=w  u0r½x=w. Moreover p  p1½x=w  t0r½x=w. Therefore
ðp; qÞ 2 R.
The other cases are similar and easier.
( ) Deﬁne
SC ¼ fðt; uÞ j C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ; tr _l ur for some r  Cg
and S ¼ fSCg. We show S is a weak symbolic bisimulation.
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Suppose ðt; uÞ 2 SC; i.e., C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ, tr _l ur for some r  C. Let t!M ;a t0 with bnðaÞ\fnðt; u;CÞ
¼ ;. We may assume bnðaÞ \ nðrÞ ¼ ;. By Lemma 2.4, nðMÞ  fnðt; uÞ . For each condition
in MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ we need to ﬁnd a matching symbolic transition from u. If M is inconsis-
tent with C then MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ is empty and we are done; Otherwise, since C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ
and nðMÞ  fnðt; uÞ, we have C ) M by Lemma 2.2. Hence MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ ¼ fCg and
r  M . By Lemma 2.5 tr!ar p  t0r. Again there are four cases to consider according to the type
of a.
 a  aðxÞ. Since tr _l ur, there is ur¼)
ar
l q0 such that for all y there exists q0½y=x )l q and
p½y=x _l q. Apply Lemma 2.7. We get N ; b; u0 such that r  N , br ¼ ar, u0r  q0 and u)
N
L u0. Since
fnða;bÞ  fnðt; uÞ and C is maximally consistent on fnðt; uÞ, by Lemma 2.2 a ¼C b. Let
D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fxgðCÞ. We must show there is u0 ¼)
N 0
L u00 such that D ) N 0 and ðt0; u0Þ 2 SD. Let
y ¼ zr if D ) x ¼ z for some z 2 fnðt; uÞ
x otherwise:
(
The well-deﬁnedness of y can be argued as follows: if D) x ¼ z0 and D) x ¼ z00 for z0,
z00 2 fnðt; uÞ then D ) z0 ¼ z00, i.e., z0 ¼ z00 is consistent with C. Since z0; z00 2 fnðt; uÞ and C is
maximally consistent on fnðt; uÞ, C ) z0 ¼ z00. Therefore z0r ¼ z00r.
We claim r½y=x  D: for any e 2 D, if e 2 C then r  e, so r½y=x  e because x 62 nðeÞ.
Otherwise e must be of the form x ¼ z or x 6¼ z with z 2 fnðt; uÞ. In the former case xðr½y=xÞ ¼ zr;
hence r½y=x  x ¼ z. In the latter case xðr½y=xÞ ¼ x; hence r½y=x  x 6¼ z. Therefore r½y=x  e
holds in any case.
Now u0r½y=x  q0½y=x )l q, so by Lemma 2.7 there exist N 0, u00 such that r½y=x  N 0,
u00r½y=x  q, and u0)N
0
L u00. Since D 2 MCfnðt;uÞ[fxg and nðN 0Þ  fnðt; uÞ [ fxg, D) N 0. Since
t0r½y=x  p½y=x and p½y=x _l q, t0r½y=x _l u00r½y=x as well. Furthermore D 2 MCfnðt0;u00Þ since
fnðt0; u00Þ  fnðt; uÞ [ fxg. Therefore ðt0; u00Þ 2 SD.
 a  aðxÞ. Since tr _l ur, there is ur¼)
ar
l q such that p _l q. Apply Lemma 2.7.We getN ; b; u0 such
that r  N , r  a ¼ b, u0r  q0, and u¼¼)N ;bðxÞ L u0. Since nðNÞ [ fa; bg  fnðt; uÞ, r  C and C is
maximally consistent on fnðt; uÞ, we have C ) N and aðxÞ ¼C bðxÞ. Moreover, since x 62 fnðt; uÞ[
nðrÞ and fnðaðxÞ:t0; bðxÞ:u0Þ  fnðt; uÞ [ fxg, we know C [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t0; bðxÞ:u0Þg 2
MCfnðaðxÞ:t0;bðxÞ:u0Þ. Finally from x 62 fnðt; uÞ [ nðrÞ it follows that r  fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t0; bðxÞ:u0Þg;
hence r  C [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t0; bðxÞ:u0Þg. Therefore ðt0; u0Þ 2 SC[fx6¼yjy2fnðaðxÞ:t0;bðxÞ:u0Þg.
The other two cases are similar and easier, and we leave them to the reader. 
Combining the above two propositions gives the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.1. t CL u if and only if tr _l ur for every r  C.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 t CL u if and only if t DL u for every D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ. By Lemma 2.1
r  C if and only if r  D for some D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ. By Proposition 2.3, for any
D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ, t DL u if and only if tr _l ur for any r  D. Hence the conclusion. 
Late symbolic observation congruence is deﬁned in terms of CL as usual:
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Deﬁnition 2.6. Two terms t, u are late symbolic observation congruent with respect to C, written
t ’CL u, if whenever t!M ;a t0 with bnðaÞ \ fnðt; u;CÞ ¼ ;, then for each D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðC [MÞ there is
a u¼)N ;b L u0 such that D) N , a ¼D b, and
• If a  aðxÞ then for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fxgðDÞ there is u0 ¼)M
0
L u00 such that D0 ) M 0 and
t0 D0L u00.
• If a  aðxÞ then t0 D[fx6¼yjy2fnða:t0;b:u0ÞgL u0.
• Otherwise t0 DL u0.
And similarly for u.
Theorem 2.2. t ’CL u if and only if tr _’l ur for every r  C.
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 2.1. 
3. The inference system
This section is devoted to formulating a proof system for late symbolic observation congruence
and proving its soundness and completeness. By Theorem 2.2 it is also sound and complete for
late observation congruence. It is well known that such a proof system does not exist for the full
calculus, so we shall restrict ourselves to the ﬁnite fragment, i.e., leave out recursive deﬁnitions.
We will ﬁrst concentrate on a sublanguage without the parallel composition operator j. Later we
will see that this operator can be easily axiomatised.
The inference system is reported in Fig. 3. It inherits many features from the proof systems for
general message-passing processes presented in [6]. The judgments are of the form
C . t ¼ u;
where C is a condition. An important diﬀerence is that the inference system of [6] relies on some
‘‘oracle’’ to answer questions concerning data, while in the present setting we have a decidable
theory for the message domain which is simply the plain set of channel names. Therefore in the
present inference system questions about names are treated as side conditions to inference rules.
As we are working modulo a-equivalence, we also assume the following rule
ALPHA
true . t ¼ u t and u are a equivalent:
In order to derive interesting equations from this inference system we need some standard
axioms. These are listed in Fig. 4. They include the axioms for the choice operator (S1–S4), the
axioms for the restriction operator (R1–R5), and the s-laws (T1–T3). Let As ¼ fS1; S2; S3; S4;R1;
R2;R3;R4;R5g and Aw ¼ As [ fT1; T2; T3g.
We write ‘ C . t ¼ u and ‘w C . t ¼ u to mean that C . t ¼ u can be derived from As and Aw,
respectively, using the above inference rules. It is immediate from the deﬁnition that ‘ C . t ¼ u
implies ‘w C . t ¼ u. It is shown in [7] that ‘ is sound and complete for strong bisimulation. In the
rest of this paper we shall establish the soundness and completeness of ‘w for late observation
congruence.
Some useful properties of these proof systems, namely Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, are listed
below.
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Proposition 3.1.
1. If C ) M and ‘ C . t ¼ u then ‘ C .Mt ¼ u.
2. If C [M ) false then ‘ C .Mt ¼ 0.
3. ‘ t ¼ t þMt.
4. ‘ Mðt þ uÞ ¼ Mt þMu.
Proof. As examples we prove 1 and 3.
1. By induction on the length of M . If M is empty then M ¼ true and the result is immediate.
Otherwise let M ¼ ½x ¼ yN . Using MATCH we need to show ‘ C [ fx ¼ yg . Nt ¼ u and
Fig. 3. The inference rules for late symbolic bisimulation.
Fig. 4. The axioms for choice, restriction and s.
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‘ C [ fx 6¼ yg . 0 ¼ u. From C ) M we know C ) N and C ) x ¼ y. So by the induction hy-
pothesis, ‘ C . Nt ¼ u. By CONSEQ, ‘ C [ fx ¼ yg . Nt ¼ u. For the remaining proof obligation
we know C ) x ¼ y; hence C [ fx 6¼ yg ) false. Now applications of CONSEQ and ABSURD
give ‘ C [ fx 6¼ yg . 0 ¼ u.
3. Apply induction on the length of M . When M is empty the result defaults to S2. For the
induction step let M ¼ ½x ¼ yN . Using PARTITION we need to show
‘ x ¼ y . t ¼ t þ ½x ¼ yNt and ‘ x 6¼ y . t ¼ t þ ½x ¼ yNt:
By 1 we have ‘ x ¼ y . Nt ¼ ½x ¼ yNt, so using the induction hypothesis we derive
‘ x ¼ y . t¼ t þ Nt
¼ t þ ½x ¼ yNt:
For the second subgoal we have ‘ x 6¼ y . ½x ¼ yNt ¼ 0 by 2; hence ‘ x 6¼ y . t ¼ t þ ½x ¼ yNt by
S1. 
The rule PARTITION permits a case analysis on the name space represented by a condition:
To see if t ¼ u holds over C, we can decompose C into C [ fx ¼ yg and C [ fx 6¼ yg, and examine
each separately. We have seen an example of its application in the proof of the above proposition.
This rule can be generalised to allow arbitrary decompositions. The following proposition gives
the case for an extremal decomposition, i.e., the decomposition of a condition into its maximally
consistent extensions (Lemma 2.1):
Proposition 3.2. If ‘ D . t ¼ u for each D 2 MCEV ðCÞ, where V ¼ fnðt; uÞ, then ‘ C . t ¼ u.
Proof. Suppose ‘ D . t ¼ u for each D 2 MCEV ðCÞ. Let EV ðCÞ ¼ fx ¼ y j x; y 2 V ;C;x ¼ y and
C;x 6¼ yg. Apply induction on the cardinality of EV ðCÞ.
If EV ðCÞ is empty then C is the only maximally consistent extension of itself, and the result
holds trivially.
Otherwise assume EV ðCÞ has nþ 1 elements and let x ¼ y 2 EV ðCÞ. Each maximally consistent
extension of C contains either x ¼ y or x 6¼ y, so we have
MCEV ðCÞ ¼ MCEV ðC [ fx ¼ ygÞ [MCEV ðC [ fx 6¼ ygÞ:
Since
EV ðC [ fx ¼ ygÞ  EV ðCÞ  fx ¼ yg;
EV ðC [ fx 6¼ ygÞ  EV ðCÞ  fx 6¼ yg;
we can invoke induction to obtain ‘ C [ fx ¼ yg . t ¼ u and ‘ C [ fx 6¼ yg . t ¼ u. From these an
application of PARTITION gives the required ‘ C . t ¼ u. 
The following proposition summarises the interaction between the restriction and the match
operators.
Proposition 3.3.
1. ‘ ðxÞ½x ¼ xt ¼ ðxÞt.
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2. ‘ ðxÞ½x ¼ yt ¼ 0.
3. If x 62 fy; zg then ‘ ðxÞ½y ¼ zt ¼ ½y ¼ zðxÞt.
Proof. We only show 2 here. The proofs of the others are similar.
Let C ¼ fx 6¼ z j z 2 fnððxÞ½x ¼ ytÞg. Then x 6¼ y 2 C. By R1 and RES we need to show
‘ C . ½x ¼ yt ¼ 0. Using MATCH this reduces to ‘ C [ fx ¼ yg . t ¼ 0 and ‘ C [ fx 6¼ yg
. 0 ¼ 0. The latter is trivial while the former follows from ABSURD. 
Theorem 3.1 (Soundness of ‘w). If ‘w C . t ¼ u then t>LCu.
Proof. By a standard induction on the length of the derivation. As an example we show the case
for the L-INPUT rule.
Assuming t ’CL u and x 62 nðCÞ, we show aðxÞ:t ’CL aðxÞ:u as follows. Since x 62 fnðaðxÞ:t; aðxÞ
:u;CÞ, we can just let aðxÞ:t !true;aðxÞ t. For any D 2 MCEfnðaðxÞ:t;aðxÞ:uÞðCÞ, we have a matching move
aðxÞ:u!true;aðxÞ u. For any D0 2 MCEfnðaðxÞ:t;aðxÞ:uÞ[fxgðDÞ, we have u)L u. Since fnðt; uÞ  fnðaðxÞ:t;
aðxÞ:uÞ [ fxg, D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ. Hence t D0L u by Proposition 2.2 and the fact that t ’CL u implies
t CL u. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the completeness of ‘w.
The height of a term t is deﬁned inductively thus
• j0j ¼ 0.
• jt þ uj ¼ maxfjtj; jujg.
• j½x ¼ ytj ¼ jtj.
• jðxÞtj ¼ jtj.
• ja:tj ¼ 1þ jtj.
If a 6¼ x then we abbreviate ðxÞax:t as aðxÞ:t. aðxÞ is a derived action and is called bound output.
Using RES, the following two equations can be easily derived from T1 and T3:
aðxÞ:s:X ¼ aðxÞ:X ;
aðxÞ:ðX þ s:Y Þ þ aðxÞ:Y ¼ aðxÞ:ðX þ s:Y Þ:
So from now on we will allow the action a in T1 and T3 to range over bound output as well.
We also have the following derived inference rule for bound output.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose C ) a ¼ b and x 62 nðCÞ. If ‘ C [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t; bðxÞ:uÞg . t ¼ u
then ‘ C . aðxÞ:t ¼ bðxÞ:u.
Proof. Since ‘ C [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t; bðxÞ:uÞg . t ¼ u and C ) a ¼ b, by OUTPUT we obtain
‘ C [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaðxÞ:t; bðxÞ:uÞg . ax:t ¼ bx:u. From this and x 62 nðCÞ an application of RES
gives the required ‘ C . aðxÞ:t ¼ bðxÞ:u. 
A term is restriction-free if, using the above abbreviation, it does not explicitly contain any
occurrences of the restriction operator.
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Lemma 3.1. For any term t there is a restriction-free term t0 such that ‘ t ¼ t0 and jt0j6 jtj.
Proof. Using axioms R1–R5 and Proposition 3.3, we can push each restriction inwards until it
either disappears or gives rise to a bound output. This process does not increase the height
of t. 
A restriction-free term is a standard form if it has the form
P
i2I Miai:ti and each ti is a standard
form.
Lemma 3.2. For any term t there is a standard form t0 such that ‘ t ¼ t0 and jt0j6 jtj.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 we may assume t is restriction-free. The proof is by straightforward in-
duction on the structure of t. 
We will need a generalised form of T3:
Lemma 3.3. If nðMÞ \ bnðaÞ ¼ ; then ‘w a:ðt þMs:uÞ ¼ a:ðt þMs:uÞ þMa:u.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, ‘w a:ðt þMs:uÞ ¼ a:ðt þMs:uÞ þMa:ðt þMs:uÞ. Moreover
‘w Ma:ðt þMs:uÞ ¼ Ma:Mðt þMs:uÞ
¼ Ma:Mðt þ s:uÞ
¼ Ma:ðt þ s:uÞ
¼T 3 Mða:ðt þ s:uÞ þ a:uÞ
¼ Ma:ðt þ s:uÞ þMa:u
¼ Ma:ðt þMs:uÞ þMa:u
Hence ‘w a:ðt þMs:uÞ ¼ a:ðt þMs:uÞ þMa:u. 
Deﬁnition 3.1. A standard form
P
i2I Miai:ti is a full standard form if
• t¼)M ;a L t0, where bnðaÞ \ nðMÞ ¼ ;, implies t!M ;a t0;
• Each ti is in full standard form.
Lemma 3.4 (Absorption). If t¼)M ;a L t0 with bnðaÞ \ nðMÞ ¼ ; then ‘w t ¼ t þMa:t0.
Proof. By induction on why t¼)M ;a L t0.
• t!M ;a t0. Apply induction on why t!M ;a t0.
! a:t0 !true;a t0. Then ‘w t ¼ t þ a:t0 by S2.
! ½x ¼ yt00 !½x¼yN ;a t0 because t00 !N ;a t0. By induction ‘w t00 ¼ t00 þ Na:t0. Hence
‘w ½x ¼ yt00 ¼ ½x ¼ yðt00 þ Na:t0Þ
¼ ½x ¼ yt00 þ ½x ¼ yNa:t0:
! The other cases are similar.
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• t!M1;a t00 ¼¼)M2;s L t0 with M  M1M2. By induction ‘w t ¼ t þM1a:t00 and ‘w t00 ¼ t00 þM2s:t0. So
‘w t ¼ t þM1a:t00
¼ t þM1a:ðt00 þM2s:t0Þ
¼3:3 t þM1ða:ðt00 þM2s:t0Þ þM2a:t0Þ
¼ t þM1a:ðt00 þM2s:t0Þ þM1M2a:t0
¼ t þM1M2a:t0:
• t¼¼)M
0;s
Lt00 !M2;a t0 with M  M1M2. By induction ‘w t ¼ t þM1s:t00 and ‘w t00 ¼ t00 þM2a:t0. So
‘w t ¼ t þM1s:ðt00 þM2a:t0Þ
¼T 2 t þM1ðs:ðt00 þM2a:t0Þ þ t00 þM2a:t0Þ
¼S2 t þM1ðs:ðt00 þM2a:t0Þ þ t00 þM2a:t0 þM2a:t0Þ
¼T 2 t þM1ðs:ðt00 þM2a:t0Þ þM2a:t0Þ
¼ t þM1s:ðt00 þM2a:t0Þ þM1M2a:t0
¼ t þMa:t0: 
Lemma 3.5. For any term t there is a full standard term t0 such that ‘w t ¼ t0 and jt0j6 jtj.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume t is in standard form. Apply induction on the height of t.
For the nontrivial case when t is not 0, let t Pi2I Miti and consider the term
t0 PfMa:u j t¼)M ;a Lug. t0 has height no greater than t, and by Lemma 3.4 ‘w t ¼ t0. 
The following proposition relates observation congruence to weak bisimulation. It will play an
important ro^le in the proof of the completeness result.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose D 2 MCfnðt;uÞ. Then t DL u if and only if either t ’DL u, or s:t ’DL u, or
t ’DL s:u.
Proof. The ‘‘if’’ part is trivial. For the ‘‘only if’’ part, assuming t DL u then
• If t!M ;s t0 with D) M , then there exists u¼)N ;s^ L u0 s.t. D) N and t0 DL u0.
• If u!N ;s u0 with D) N , then there exists t¼)M ;s^ L t0 s.t. D) M and t0 DL u0.
If for some t0, t!M ;s t0 DL u, then t ’DL s:u. If for some u0, u!
N ;s
u0 DL t, then s:t ’L u. Otherwise,
assuming both cases do not hold, then we can show t ’DL u as follows:
Let t!M ;a t0 with D) M ; then there exists u¼)N ;a^ L u0 s.t. D) N , a ¼D b, and t0 DL u0. Now by the
assumption u0 cannot be u when a is s, so u¼)N ;a L u0 as required. By symmetry t ’DL u. 
The following technical lemma will be useful for the completeness proof:
Lemma 3.6. If t¼)M ;s^ L t0; C ) M , and ‘w C . s:t0 ¼ s:u, then ‘w C . s:t ¼ s:t þ s:u.
Proof. If t  t0 then ‘w C . s:t ¼ s:u; hence ‘w C . s:t ¼ s:t þ s:u by S2.
Otherwise, by Lemma 3.4 ‘w t ¼ t þMs:t0. Hence
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‘w C . s:t ¼ s:ðt þMs:t0Þ
¼3:3 s:ðt þMs:t0Þ þMs:t0
¼ s:t þMs:t0
¼ s:t þMs:u
¼3:1 s:t þ s:u: 
We now embark on proving the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.2 (Completeness of ‘w). If t ’CL u then ‘w C . t ¼ u.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume t; u are standard forms: t Pi Miai:ti, u Pj Njbj:uj. We
may further assume that bound actions in ai; bj use the same bound name z 62 fnðt; uÞ. The proof is
by induction on the joint height of t and u. By Proposition 3.2 we need only to show ‘w D . t ¼ u
for each D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ, and for this it is suﬃcient to show ‘w D . t ¼ t þ Njbj:uj for each j.
If D;Nj then, since D is maximally consistent, D [ Nj ) false. So by Proposition 3.1,
‘w D . Njbj:uj ¼ 0. Hence ‘w D . t ¼ t þ Njbj:uj by S1.
Now assume D) Nj (hence D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðC [ NjÞ), and consider four cases according to the
type of bj.
• bj  s. Then u!Nj;s uj. Since t ’CL u and t is a full normal form, t¼)
Mi;s
L ti for some i s.t. D) Mi and
ti DL uj. We cannot invoke the induction hypothesis here because we only have ti DL uj. But by
Proposition 3.5 we have either ti ’DL uj, or s:ti ’DL uj, or ti ’DL s:uj. In the ﬁrst case we can apply
induction to get ‘w D . ti ¼ uj, and by TAU, ‘w D . s:ti ¼ s:uj. In the second case, by Lemma
3.5 there is a full normal form t0 with height no greater than t s.t. ‘w s:ti ¼ t0. By the soundness
of ‘w, t0 ’trueL s:ti, hence t0 ’DL uj. By induction ‘w D . t0 ¼ uj, so ‘w D . s:ti ¼ uj. Apply TAU
and T1 we get ‘w D . s:ti ¼ s:uj. In the third case we can similarly get ‘w D . s:ti ¼ s:uj. Since
D) Mi and D) Nj, by Proposition 3.1 ‘w D .Mis:ti ¼ Njs:uj. Finally by S2,
‘w D . t ¼ t þ Njs:uj.
• bj  bðzÞ, z 62 fnðt; u;CÞ. Then u!Nj;bðzÞ uj. Since t ’CL u and t is a full normal form, t !Mi;aiðzÞ ti for
some i s.t. D) Mi; D) ai ¼ b, and for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fzgðDÞ there is ti¼¼)M
0;s^
L t0 s.t.
D0 ) M 0 and t0 D0L uj. Using Proposition 3.5, by the same argument as in the s case above,
we can show ‘w D0 . s:t0 ¼ s:uj. Note that here t0 depends on D0. But by Lemma 3.6,
‘w D0 . s:ti ¼ s:ti þ s:uj. Now we can use Proposition 3.2 to obtain ‘w D . s:ti ¼ s:ti þ s:uj. By
L-INPUT, ‘w D . aiðzÞ:s:ti ¼ aiðzÞ:ðs:ti þ s:ujÞ. So
‘w D . aiðzÞ:ti ¼T1 aiðzÞ:s:ti
¼ aiðzÞ:ðs:ti þ s:ujÞ
¼T3 aiðzÞ:ðs:ti þ s:ujÞ þ aiðzÞ:uj
¼ aiðzÞ:ti þ aiðzÞ:uj
¼ aiðzÞ:ti þ bðzÞ:uj:
Since D) Mi and D) Nj, by Proposition 3.1, ‘w D .MiaiðzÞ:ti ¼ MiaiðzÞ:ti þ NjbðzÞ:uj. Hence
‘w D . t ¼ t þ NjbðzÞ:uj by S2.
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• bj  bðzÞ. Then u!Nj;bðzÞ uj, so t¼¼¼)Mi;aiðzÞ L ti¼¼)M 0L;s^ L t0 for some i s.t. D) MiM 0; D) ai ¼ b, and
t0 D0L uj, where D0  D [ fz 6¼ y j y 2 fnðaiðzÞ:ti; bðzÞ:ujÞg. Note that D0 2 MCfnðti;ujÞ, so by the
same argument as in the s case, ‘w D0 . s:t0 ¼ s:uj. By Lemma 3.6, ‘w D0 . s:ti ¼ s:ti þ s:uj.
By Proposition 3.4, ‘w D . aiðzÞ:s:ti ¼ aiðzÞ:ðs:ti þ s:ujÞ. The rest is the same as the previous
case.
• bj  by. Then u!Nj;by uj, so t¼¼)
Mi;aix
L ti for some i s.t. D) Mi; D) ai ¼ b;D) x ¼ y, and ti DL uj.
By the same argument as in the s case, ‘w D . s:ti ¼ s:uj. By OUTPUT and T1,
‘w D . aix:ti ¼ by:uj. By Proposition 3.1, ‘w D . Miaix:ti ¼ Njby:uj. Hence ‘w D . t ¼ t þ Njby:
uj by S2.
This completes the proof. 
4. The early case
To deﬁne (concrete) early bisimulation, instead of bound input action, we shall use free input
action of the form ax [10,14]. So we add the following rule to Fig. 1:
free-input
aðxÞ:t!ay t½y=x :
The deﬁnition of (concrete) weak transition relations,)e, remain the same as Deﬁnition 2.1. Note
that the condition ‘‘If a does not have the form aðxÞ’’ in the last clause can be removed because no
action has such form now.
Free input is not needed for early symbolic bisimulation. To deﬁne early symbolic weak
transition relations, )E, we simply remove the ‘‘noninput action’’ restriction to the last rule in
Deﬁnition 2.4, with the other rules unchanged. This is because early bisimulation allows a single
input move from one process to be matched by several such moves from the other, so there is no
danger for input moves to absorb s moves after them. It is possible to use the same weak tran-
sition relations as in the latter case, but removing this restriction will make the deﬁnition of early
weak symbolic bisimulation simpler.
The following lemma modiﬁes Lemma 2.5 in the case of input moves.
Lemma 4.1.
1. If tr!ay p then there exist M, t0, b, x s.t. x 62 nðrÞ, a ¼ br, r  M , t0r½y=x  p, and t !M ;bðxÞ t0.
2. If t !M ;aðxÞ t0 then for any r  M with x 62 nðrÞ, for any y, there exist p  t0r½y=x and b ¼ ar s.t.
tr!by p.
Proof. 1. By induction on why tr!ay p.
• ðbðzÞ:t00Þr!ay p. Then br ¼ a. Take x 62 nðrÞ [ fnðbðzÞ:t00Þ and let t0 ¼ t00½x=z. We have bðzÞ:t00 
bðxÞ:t0 and ðbðzÞ:t00Þr  aðxÞ:t0r, so p  t0r½y=x. Since bðxÞ:t0 !true;bðxÞ t0 and symbolic transitions
are deﬁned up-to a-equivalence, we are done.
• ð½z ¼ z0t00Þr!ay p because zr ¼ z0r and t00r!ay p. By induction there exist M ; t0; b; x s.t. x 62 nðrÞ,
a ¼ br, r  M , t0r½y=x  p, and t00 !M ;bðxÞ t0. So ½z ¼ z0t00 !M ½z¼z0;bðxÞ t0 and we have r  M ½z ¼ z0.
• The other cases are similar.
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2. By induction on why t !M ;aðxÞ t0.
• aðxÞ:t0 !true;aðxÞ t0. Then for any r with x 62 nðrÞ and any y, ðaðxÞ:t0Þr  bðxÞ; t0r!by t0r½y=x where
b ¼ ar.
• ½z ¼ z0t !N ½z¼z0;aðxÞ t0 because t !N ;aðxÞ t0. Let r  N ½z ¼ z0 with x 62 nðrÞ. Then r  N , so by induc-
tion for any y there exist p  t0r½y=x and b ¼ ar s.t. tr!by p. Since r  z ¼ z0 we have zr ¼ z0r.
Hence ð½z ¼ z0tÞr  ½zr ¼ z0rrtr!by p.
• The other cases are similar. 
Deﬁnition 4.1. A symmetric relation R is an early weak ground bisimulation if ðp; qÞ 2 R implies
whenever p!a p0 then q)a^ e q0 for some q0 and ðp0; q0Þ 2 R. Write p _e q if there exists an early weak
ground bisimulation R s.t. ðp; qÞ 2 R. t is early weak bisimular to u, written t e u, if tr _e ur for
every substitution r.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Two terms t and u are early ground observation congruent, written p _e q, if
whenever p!a p0 then q)a e q0 for some q0 and p0 e q0. And similarly for u. t is early observation
congruent to u, written t ’e u, if tr’e" ur for every substitution r.
Lemma 4.2.
1. If t¼)M ;a E u then nðMÞ  fnðtÞ [ bnðaÞ.
2. If t¼¼)M ;aðxÞE t0 then there exist M1, M2 with x 62 nðM1Þ, M ¼ M1M2 s.t. t )M1;aðxÞE)M2 E t0.
Proof. By transition induction. 
Lemma 4.3.
1. (i) If tr)ay e p then there exist b, x, M, N, t0 with a ¼ br, x 62 nðrÞ, r  M , r½y=x  N , t0r½y=x
 p s.t. t¼¼)M ;bðxÞE)N E t0.
(ii) If t¼¼¼)M ;aðxÞ E)N E t0 then for any r  M with x 62 nðrÞ there exist y, b, p with b ¼ ar, p 
t0r½y=x, r½y=x  N s.t. tr)by e p.
2. For the other actions
(i) If tr)a e p where bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, then there exist M ; b; t0 s.t. r  M , a ¼ br, p 
t0r, and t¼)M ;b E t0.
(ii) If t¼)M ;a E t0 then for any r  M with bnðaÞ \ ðfnðtÞ [ nðrÞÞ ¼ ;, tr)ar e p  t0r.
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2.7. 
Deﬁnition 4.3. A condition indexed family of symmetric relations S ¼ fSCg is an early weak
symbolic bisimulation if ðt; uÞ 2 SC, where nðCÞ  fnðt; uÞ, implies whenever t!M ;a t0 with bnðaÞ
\ fnðt; uÞ ¼ ;, then for each D 2 MCEV ðC [MÞ there is a u¼)N ;b^ E u0 such that D) N , a ¼D b, and
ðt0; u0Þ 2 SD0 , where
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V ¼ fnðt; uÞ [ fxg if a  aðxÞ
fnðt; uÞ otherwise:

D0 ¼ D [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnða:t
0; b:u0Þg if a  aðxÞ
D otherwise:

Let E be the largest early weak symbolic bisimulation.
Compared with the deﬁnition of late symbolic bisimulation, the only diﬀerence is concerning
input move: now the maximally consistent decomposition of the indexing condition C is allowed
to be over the name space including the input name. As a consequence, the two maximally
consistent decompositions used in Deﬁnition 2.5 are combined into one.
Theorem 4.1. t CE u if and only if tr e ur for every r  C.
Proof. The proof diﬀers from that of Theorem 2.1 only in the case of input action in the proof of
Proposition 2.3, which we show below.
()) Deﬁne
R ¼ fðtr; urÞ j t CL u for some C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ; and r  Cg:
We show R is a weak ground bisimulation.
Let ðtr; urÞ 2 R and tr!ay p. We need to ﬁnd a matching transition from ur. By Lemma 4.1 there
exist a0, x, M , t0 with x 62 nðrÞ, r  M , a ¼ a0r, t0r½y=x  p s.t. t !M ;a0ðxÞ t0. By Lemma 2.4 we may
assume x 62 fnðt; uÞ. Since r  C, r  M , nðMÞ  fnðt; uÞ, and C is maximally consistent on
fnðt; uÞ, C  M by Lemma 2.2. Let
D ¼ C [ fx ¼ z j z 2 fnðt; uÞ; yr ¼ zrg [ fx 6¼ z j z 2 fnðt; uÞ; yr 6¼ zrg:
Then D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fxgðCÞ and r½y=x  D. So by Deﬁnition 4.3 and Lemma 4.2 there exist
u¼¼¼)N1;b
0ðxÞ
E)N2 E u0 s.t. x 62 nðN1Þ, D) N1N2, a0 ¼D b0, and t0 DL u0.
Now r½y=x  N1N2 and x 62 nðN1Þ, hence r  N1, r½y=x  N2. Apply Lemma 4.3 we get ur)
by
e q
 u0r½y=x with b ¼ b0r. From a ¼ a0r, a0 ¼D b0, b ¼ b0r, r½y=x  D, fa; bg  fnðt; uÞ, and x 62 fn
ðt,uÞ we infer a ¼ a0r½y=x ¼ b0r½y=x ¼ b. By the deﬁnition of R, ðt0r½y=x; u0r½y=xÞ 2 R. Since p 
t0r½y=x, q  u0r½y=x, we conclude ðp; qÞ 2 R.
( ) Deﬁne
SC ¼ fðt; uÞ j C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ; tr _l ur for some r  Cg
and S ¼ fSCg. We show S is a weak symbolic bisimulation.
Assume ðt; uÞ 2 SC, i.e., C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ, tr _l ur for some r  C. Let t !M ;aðxÞ t0 with C ) M and
x 62 fnðt; uÞ [ nðrÞ. Let E be the set of equivalence classes on fnðt; uÞ determined by r, i.e., x; y are
in the same class if and only if r  x ¼ y. Let also D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞ[fxgðCÞ. Since C 2 MCfnðt;uÞ and
r  C, D is equivalent to
C [ fx ¼ z j z 2 ½wg [ fx 6¼ z j z 2 fnðt; uÞ  ½wg
for some ½w 2 E. Pick a y from ½w. Then r½y=x  D. By Lemma 4.1, tr!a0y p  t0r½y=x with
a0 ¼ ar. So there exists ur¼)a
0y
e q and p _l q. Apply Lemma 4.3. We get N1, N2, u0, b s.t. x 62 nðN1Þ,
r  N1, r½y=x  N2, u0r½y=x  q, br ¼ a0, and u¼¼)N1;bðxÞE)N2 E u0.
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From br ¼ a0 ¼ ar, fa; bg  fnðt; uÞ, and x 62 fnðt; uÞ it follows r½y=x  a ¼ b. Since r½y=x  D
and D is maximally consistent on fnðt; uÞ [ fxg, a ¼D b by Lemma 2.2. Finally, since t0r½y=x _l
u0r½y=x and r½y=x  D, we obtain ðt0; u0Þ 2 SD. 
Early symbolic observation congruence is deﬁned on top of E as usual:
Deﬁnition 4.4. Two terms t; u are early symbolic observation congruent with respect to C, written
t ’CE u, if whenever t!M ;a t0 with bnðaÞ \ fnðt; uÞ ¼ ;, then for each D 2 MCEV ðC [MÞ there is a
u¼)N ;b E u0 such that D) N ; a ¼D b, and t0 D0E u0, where
V ¼ fnðt; uÞ [ fxg if a  aðxÞ
fnðt; uÞ otherwise:

D0 ¼ D [ fx 6¼ y j y 2 fnða:t
0;b:u0Þg if a  aðxÞ
D otherwise:
(
And similarly for u.
Theorem 4.2. t ’CE u if and only if tr ’e ur for every r  C.
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 4.1. 
The proof systems for early weak congruence can be obtained by replacing the L-INPUT rule
in Fig. 3 with the following
E-INPUT
C .
P
i2I s:ti ¼
P
j2J s:uj
C .
P
i2I aiðxÞ:ti ¼
P
j2J bjðxÞ:uj
;
C ) ai ¼ bj; i 2 I; j 2 J
x 62 nðCÞ
It is worth pointing out that with this new rule axiom T3 can be weakened to let a range over
output actions only, as the cases for s and input actions can now be derived easily.
Let us write ‘wE C . t ¼ u to mean C . t ¼ u can be derived from this new proof system.
The E-INPUT rule has a generalised form:
Proposition 4.1. Suppose x 62 fnðCÞ, C ) ai ¼ bj, i 2 I , j 2 J . If
‘wE C .
X
i2I
Mis:ti ¼
X
j2J
Njs:uj
then
‘wE C .
X
i2I
MiaiðxÞ:t ¼
X
j2J
NjbjðxÞ:u:
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, we only need to show ‘wE D .
P
i2I MiaiðxÞ:t ¼
P
j2J NjbjðxÞ:u for each
D 2 MCEV ðCÞ, where V is the set of free names appearing in the conclusion. Since D is maximally
consistent on V , for each i either C ) Mi or C [Mi ¼ false. Hence by Proposition 3.1
‘wE D .
X
i2I
Mis:ti ¼
X
i2I 0
Mis:ti
‘wE D .
X
i2I
MiaiðxÞ:ti ¼
X
i2I 0
MiaiðxÞ:ti;
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where I 0 ¼ fi 2 I j D) Mig. Similarly,
‘wE D .
X
j2J
Njs:uj ¼
X
j2J 0
Njs:uj
‘wE D .
X
j2J
NjbjðxÞ:uj ¼
X
j2J 0
NjbjðxÞ:uj;
where J 0 ¼ fj 2 J j D) Njg. Hence, by Proposition 3.1 from the assumption we can derive
‘wE D .
X
i2I 0
Mis:ti ¼
X
j2J 0
Njs:uj:
By E-INPUT
‘wE D .
X
i2I 0
MiaiðxÞ:t ¼
X
j2J 0
NjbjðxÞ:u:
Therefore
‘wE D .
X
i2I
MiaiðxÞ:t ¼
X
j2J
NjbjðxÞ:u 
All the lemmas in the previous section hold for ‘wE as well. And we have the following
counterpart of Theorem 3.2:
Theorem 4.3 (Completeness of ‘wE). If t ’CE u then ‘wE C . t ¼ u.
Proof. The proof of this theorem diﬀers from that of Theorem 3.2 only in the case for input action,
and we examine it below.
Case bj  bðzÞ, z 62 fnðt; u;CÞ. Let I 0 ¼ fi 2 I j ai  aiðzÞ, D) ai ¼ bg, t0 ¼
P
i2I 0 MiaiðzÞ:ti, and
ts ¼Pi2I 0 Mis:ti. We only need to show ‘wE D . t0 ¼ t0 þ NjbðzÞ:uj, and, since z 62 nðDÞ, by Prop-
osition 4.1 this can be reduced to ‘wE D . ts ¼ ts þ Njs:uj.
Now u!Nj;bðzÞ uj and t is a full standard form, therefore for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;u;CÞ[fzgðDÞ,
t !Mi;aiðzÞ ti¼)M 0;s^ E t0 for some i s.t. z 62 nðMiÞ, D0 ) MiM 0, and t0 D0E uj. By the same argument as in the
s case, we can show ‘wE D0 . s:t0 ¼ s:uj. By Lemma 3.6, ‘wE D0 . s:ti ¼ s:ti þ s:uj. By Proposition
3.2, ‘wE D . s:ti ¼ s:ti þ s:uj. Since D) Mi and D) Nj, by Proposition 3.1, ‘wE D . Mis:ti ¼
Mis:ti þ Njs:uj. Hence ‘wE D . ts ¼ ts þ Njs:uj. 
5. Other operators
5.1. Parallel composition
To deal with parallel composition all we need is a suitable form of expansion law which is
presented in Fig. 5 (taken from [12]). With this law it is standard that any ﬁnite term containing
parallel operator can be equated to a ﬁnite term without it; hence the normal form lemma still
holds, as does the completeness theorem.
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5.2. Mismatch
Mismatch, i.e., testing inequality between names, is not included in the original p-calculus.
Some later publications, notably [1,2,4,12], extended the calculus with mismatch in order to give
axiomatisation for testing or bisimulation equivalences.
To include mismatch into the language we ﬁrst extend the operational semantics by including
the following two rules: ‘‘mismatch’’ and ‘‘Mismatch’’ in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively (now M
ranges over conditions)
mismatch
t!a t0
½x 6¼ yt!a t0 x 6¼ y; Mismatch
t!M ;a t0
½x 6¼ yt !M ½x 6¼y;a t0 :
For the symbolic operational semantics we also need to modify the rules Res and Open:
Res
P !M ;a P 0
ðxÞP !mxM ;a ðxÞP 0 x 62 nðaÞ; Open P !
M ;ax P 0
ðxÞP !mxM ;aðxÞ P 0 x 6¼ a;
where mx is an operation on conditions deﬁned thus [2]:
mxtrue ¼ true; mx½x ¼ x ¼ true; mx½x ¼ y ¼ false;
mx½y ¼ z ¼ ½y ¼ z; mx:M ¼ :mxM ; mxðM ^ NÞ ¼ mxM ^ mxN :
The inference rule for mismatch is dual to that for match:
MISMATCH
C [ fx 6¼ yg . t ¼ u C [ fx ¼ yg . 0 ¼ u
C . ½x 6¼ yt ¼ u :
With this rule Proposition 3.1 can be generalised to allow M to be an arbitrary condition, not
just a match.
Now, in a normal form
P
i Miai:ti, Mi may contain inequality tests as well as equality tests. This
does not aﬀect the proofs of the normal form lemma and the completeness theorem.
Fig. 5. The expansion law.
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6. Conclusions and related work
We have presented complete proof systems for late and early weak observation equivalences for
the p-calculus. The inference system for the early equivalence is obtained by adding the E-INPUT
rule to the inference system for the late equivalence. To enrich the language with the mismatch
construction we only need to extend the inference systems with a single rule, namely MIS-
MATCH. In each case the proof system for weak equivalence is obtained by adding the standard
s-laws to the one for the strong equivalence. Thus in all we have eight proof systems. The rela-
tionship between them are pictured in Fig. 6, where arrows stand for ‘‘extension’’ and p6¼ is the
version of p-calculus enriched with mismatch.
These results verify a conjecture posed in [2,10,12]: the three s-laws are suﬃcient for the
transition from strong to weak bisimulation equivalences for the p-calculus, as in the case of CCS.
The present work relies heavily on the symbolic technique, inherited from our previous work on
general message-passing process calculi [5,6]. As the process calculi considered there take the
languages for data and boolean expressions as parameters, the completeness results in those
papers are relative to data reasoning. Here, by exploiting the speciﬁc features presented in the p-
calculus, there is no need to refer to an ‘‘oracle’’ for the data domain and the completeness results
are no longer relative to reasoning about data.
We have succeeded in formulating complete proof systems for the p-calculus without the
mismatch operator, by carefully employing it only in the meta-language, i.e., in the condition part
of judgments. In Parrow and Sangiorgis [12] equational axiomatisation for late and early strong
bisimulations, mismatch plays an essential ro^le in three places: the deﬁnition of normal form, the
axiom for early equivalence, and the equational characterisation of the restriction operator.
Boreale and De Nicola [2] also proposed symbolic style proof systems for both early and late
strong bisimulations in p-calculus with mismatch. It is instructive to compare the notions of
normal form used in [2,12] and the present paper. They all have the general formX
i2I
/iai:ti:
Fig. 6. The relationship between proof systems.
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In [12] it is required that/i be complete (i.e., maximally consistent). In [2] this is weakened to only
require that/is be disjoint, namely/i ^ /j ¼ false for i 6¼ j.Note that both necessitate the inclusion
of the mismatch operator in the calculus. In the present paper no requirement is imposed on these
/is: they can be either matches (in the calculus without mismatch) or conditions (when mismatch is
included). Here the maximal consistence is achieved at meta-level, in the condition part of judg-
ments. If mismatch is included in the calculus, it is not diﬃcult to show that in our proof systems
‘ C . t ¼ u if and only if ‘ Ct ¼ Cu:
So the proof system can be turned into equational axiomatisation by internalising conditions in
the judgments as parts of process terms.
Another interesting point in [12] is the axiomatisation of early bisimulation, which is obtained
by adding the following axiom to those for late bisimulations,
EA aðxÞ:t þ aðxÞ:u ¼ aðxÞ:t þ aðxÞ:uþ aðxÞ:ð½x ¼ yt þ ½x 6¼ yuÞ;
where y is an arbitrary name. In the present paper we use the more general rule E-INPUT,
adapted from our earlier work on message-passing process algebras. The main reason is that E-
INPUT does not rely on mismatch, and one objective of this paper is to demonstrate that
complete inference systems can be formulated for the p-calculus without mismatch. If mismatch is
allowed then E-INPUT can be replaced by EA. A proof of this fact is provided in Appendix.
Ferrari et al. [3] proposed an axiomatisation for weak late observation equivalence for the
p-calculus. In their work the calculus was extended with environments recording the infor-
mation about which names are equal and which are private. In contrast, in the present paper
such information is kept in conditions which have been carefully separated from the calculus
itself.
Liu [8] gives a symbolic version of distinction-indexed bisimulation for a sublanguage of the p-
calculus (without the match operator) and shows that this notion of bisimulation captures the
conventional bisimulation equivalences. But no proof system is considered there.
In [13] another notion of bisimulation, called open bisimulation, for the p-calculus is pro-
posed, along with an equational axiomatisation. A ‘‘symbolic’’ characterisation of open bi-
simulation is also given. To deal with the restriction operator, distinctions have to be
employed as indices in the deﬁnition of open bisimulation as well as in the axiomatisation.
Open bisimulation has been further studied in [14] where (concrete) early weak bisimulation is
also discussed.
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Appendix
We mentioned in Section 6 that if mismatch is included in the language then E-INPUT can be
replaced by EA. This appendix is devoted to proving the claim. In the following ‘wE will refer to
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derivability in the proof system consisting of the inference rules in Fig. 3, the equational axioms in
Fig. 4 and EA.
We ﬁrst generalise EA.
Lemma A.1. Suppose nðDÞ  V , D is maximally consistent on V , x 62 V ,MCEV [fxgðDÞ ¼fDi j i 2 Ig,
and fnðtiÞ  V for each i 2 I. Then
‘wE D .
X
i2I
aðxÞ:ti ¼
X
i2I
aðxÞ:ti þ
X
i2I
aðxÞ:Diti:
Proof. Let f½y1; . . . ; ½ykg be the set of equivalence classes on V determined by D, i.e., for any
y; y0 2 V , D) y ¼ y0 if y; y 0 are in the same equivalence class and D) y 6¼ y 0 otherwise. Then, up
to logical equivalence, MCEV [fxgðDÞ contains the following elements:
D1  D ^ x ¼ y1
D2  D ^ x 6¼ y1 ^ x ¼ y2
. . .
Dk  D ^ x 6¼ y1 . . . ^ x 6¼ yk1 ^ x ¼ yk
Dkþ1  D ^ x 6¼ y1 . . . ^ x 6¼ yk1 ^ x 6¼ yk:
By repeatedly applying S2 and EA, we have (using A ¼ þ B to abbreviate A ¼ Aþ B)
‘wE D .
X
i2I
aðxÞ:ti
¼ þaðxÞ:tk þ aðxÞ:tkþ1
¼ þaðxÞ:tk þ aðxÞ:tkþ1 þ aðxÞ:ð½x ¼ yktk þ ½x 6¼ yktkþ1Þ
¼ þaðxÞ:tk1 þ aðxÞ:ð½x ¼ yktk þ ½x 6¼ yktkþ1Þ
¼ þaðxÞ:ð½x ¼ yk1tk1 þ ½x 6¼ yy1ð½x ¼ yktk þ ½x 6¼ yktkþ1Þ
. . .
¼ þaðxÞ:ð½x ¼ y1t1 þ ½x 6¼ y1½x ¼ y2t2 . . . þ ½x 6¼ y1 . . . ½x 6¼ yktkþ1Þ
¼3:1
X
i2I
aðxÞ:ti þ aðxÞ:ðD1t1 þ D2t2 . . . þ Dkþ1tkþ1Þ
¼
X
i2I
aðxÞ:ti þ
X
i2I
aðxÞ:Diti: 
T1 also has a generalised form:
Lemma A.2. Suppose nðDÞ  V , x 62 nðDÞ, MCEV [fxgðDÞ ¼ fDi j i 2 Ig and fnðtiÞ  V for each
i 2 I . Then
‘wE D . aðxÞ:
X
i2I
Diti ¼ aðxÞ:
X
i2I
Dis:ti:
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Proof. Since the elements ofMCEV [fxgðDÞ are mutually disjoint, using Proposition 3.1 we have, for
each i 2 I,
‘wE Di . s:
X
i2IDiti
¼ s:ti
¼ Dis:ti
¼
X
i2IDis:ti:
By PARTITION we obtain ‘wE D . s:
P
i2I Diti ¼
P
i2I Dis:ti. By L-INPUT,
‘wE D . aðxÞ:s:
X
i2I
Diti ¼ aðxÞ:
X
i2I
Dis:ti:
From this an application of T1 gives the result. 
Now we prove Theorem 4.3 for ‘wE.
Proof. Recall that t Pi2I Miai:ti, u Pj2J Njbj:uj and t ’CE u. We need to show, for every
D 2 MCEfnðt;uÞðCÞ, ‘wE D . t ¼ t þ Njbj:uj for each j.
Case bj  bðzÞ, z 62 fnðt; u;CÞ. Let ID ¼ fi 2 I j ai  aiðzÞ;D) ai ¼ b ^Mi ^ Njg, and tD P
i2ID aiðzÞ:ti. Using Proposition 3.1 we only need to show
‘wE D . tD ¼ tD þ bðzÞ:uj:
Since u!Nj;bðzÞ uj, for each D0 2 MCEfnðt;u;CÞ[fzgðDÞ, t !Mi;aiðzÞ tiD0 ¼¼)M 0;s^ E t0 for some iD0 2 ID and t0 D0E uj.
By the same argument as in the s case in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we can obtain
‘wE D0 . s:t0 ¼ s:uj. By Lemma 3.6,
‘wE D0 . s:tiD0 ¼ s:tiD0 þ s:uj: ðA:1Þ
Write MCE for MCEfnðt;u;CÞ[fzgðDÞ. Since fiD0 j D0 2 MCEg  ID  I , by S2 and Lemma A.1
‘wE D . tD ¼ tD þ bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0tiD0 :
So we are done if we can show
‘wE D . bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0tiD0 ¼ bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0tiD0 þ bðzÞ:uj;
which can be derived as follows:
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‘wE D . bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0tiD0
¼A:2 bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0s:tiD0
¼ðA:1Þ bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0ðs:tiD0 þ s:ujÞ
¼3:1 bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0s:tiD0 þ
X
D02MCE
D0s:uj
 !
¼ bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0s:tiD0 þ Ds:uj
 !
¼3:1 bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0s:tiD0 þ s:uj
 !
¼T3 bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0s:tiD0 þ s:uj
 !
þ bðzÞ:uj
¼ bðzÞ:
X
D02MCE
D0tiD0 þ bðzÞ:uj:
This completes the proof. 
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